MUSINGS...
BY MIX HART

MUSINGS... BY MIX HART IS A THINKING WOMAN’S BLOG—AN AESTHETIC FEAST FOR THE EYES AND MIND, WITH STUNNING PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT THAT IS OFTEN HUMOROUS AND ALWAYS THOUGHT PROVOKING.

THE BLOG OFFERS A MODERN AND MINDFUL APPROACH TO LIFE. IT COVERS THEMES ON HOW TO BE A HAPPY AND HEALTHY WOMAN AND HOW TO RAISE HEALTHY AND HAPPY CHILDREN IN A CHAOTIC WORLD:

• MINDFUL ACTIVITIES TO DO WITH YOUR CHILDREN.
• TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE FOR MOM AND FAMILY.
• HUMOUR.
• HOW TO RAISE HAPPY AND EMPOWERED GIRLS.
• HEALTHY RECIPES.
• MOM’S FITNESS AND HOW TO BE ACTIVE WITH YOUR CHILDREN.

MUSINGS... PUBLISHES NEW POSTS TWO+ TIMES WEEKLY:
• **MUSINGS...BY MIX HART**
  HAS BEEN ON WORDPRESS SINCE NOVEMBER 2012 AND STEADILY CONTINUES TO DRAW IN NEW READERS.

• NAMED ONE OF **POPSUGAR’S TOP 25 CANADIAN MOM BLOGS** IN 2013, 2012 & 2011.

**MUSINGS...BY MIX HART STATISTICS:**

PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH: 3569

UNIQUE VISITORS PER MONTH: 1826

TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS: 90

TWITTER FOLLOWERS: 470+

TRAFFIC SOURCES:
• GOOGLE: 433
• BLOGGER: 341
• DIRECT: 205
• FACEBOOK: 150
• TWITTER: 45
• CIRCLE OF MOMS: 32
• HAPPIFY: 20
• PINTEREST: 16
Mix Hart

Mix Hart’s pursuits lie at the intersection of storytelling, new media and fine art. Mix is a skilled multimedia writer and novelist. She currently writes online adcopy, freelance articles, novels, picture books and junior fiction. She also writes parenting articles for Family Share and is a contributing blogger at Popsugar. Topics and themes of her work include parenting, humour, adventure, feminism, mindfulness and media.

Mix is an accomplished multimedia artist, specializing in realism portraiture painting. She is also a photographer whose work has won a Doubleday publishing contest and has appeared in The Globe and Mail Online and Outbounding.com.

Mix has a Master of Arts degree from the University of British Columbia in Education (Communication and New Media) and a Bachelor of Education degree from the University of Saskatchewan in English and Art. She also studied freelance journalism at UBC and fashion design at George Brown College.

Mix formerly taught art and English in the K-12 public school system and was a teaching assistant at the University of British Columbia in the Faculty of Education. She is also a Zumba instructor and taught Zumba at the University of British Columbia and Zumbatomics in the public school system. In addition, Mix is the creator and teacher of Club Zen—teaching mindfulness and meditation to children and teens.
CURRENTLY BASED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA, SHE HAS LIVED ALL ACROSS CANADA FROM THE PACIFIC TO THE ATLANTIC COASTS INCLUDING THE YUKON AS WELL AS IN LONDON, UK.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, MIX IS THE DEVOTED MOTHER TO THREE AMAZING DAUGHTERS AND TWO DOG BOYS. WHEN SHE HAS FREE TIME YOU’LL FIND HER OUTSIDE IN NATURE RUNNING ON MOUNTAIN TRAILS, SKIING DOWN SLOPES, OR DANCING TO LATIN MUSIC AND GENERALLY JUST SEEKING ADVENTURE AROUND THE GLOBE.

MUSINGS...
SPONSORSHIP POLICIES:

SPONSORED POST: $50
IN POST LINK: $25

SIDE BAR ADVERT:
125 X 125 PIXELS: $25.00/MONTH

IMAGES DUE BY: 2WEEKS PRIOR TO DESIRED POST DATE.

TESTIMONIALS FOR MUSINGS…BY MIX HART

MUSINGS BY MIX HART IS DEFINITELY A GREAT BLOG WHERE ALL CANADIAN MOTHERS (AND WOMEN!) CAN RECOGNIZE THEMSELVES IN AND LEARN A LOT FROM. THE QUALITY OF THE POSTS AND THE DILIGENCE OF MIX’S WORK LEAD TO ANOTHER PROFESSIONAL CONTRACT BETWEEN HER AND I. SINCE HER FIRST ARTICLE, I MUST ADMIT I’M LOOKING FORWARD TO READ HER OPINION, EACH TIME CLEVER AND FUNNY!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GREAT CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUCCESS OF OUR PROJECT MIX! CONGRATS FOR MUSINGS BY MIX HART! MUSINGS… IS DEFINITELY A GREAT BLOG WHERE ALL CANADIAN MOTHERS (AND WOMEN!) CAN RECOGNIZE THEMSELVES IN AND LEARN A LOT FROM. THE QUALITY OF THE POSTS AND THE DILIGENCE OF MIX’S WORK LEAD TO ANOTHER
PROFESSIONAL CONTRACT BETWEEN HER AND I. SINCE HER FIRST ARTICLE, I MUST ADMIT I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO READ HER OPINION, EACH TIME CLEVER AND FUNNY!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GREAT CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUCCESS OF OUR PROJECT MIX! CONGRATS FOR MUSINGS...BY MIX HART!

-MARIE-CHANTAL PELLETIER (NEWAD)

MUSINGS...BY MIX HART IS ONE OF THE TOP CANADIAN MOMMY BLOGS FOR VERY GOOD REASONS: THE BLOG ENGAGES ITS READERS WITH GREAT IN-DEPTH CONTENT ON A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS FROM WORLD INEQUALITIES TOWARDS WOMEN, TO CRAFT, FOOD AND MOTHERHOOD. MIX HART SYMBOLIZES AWARENESS.

-MAILIN BOPPE AND THE DIZOLVE TEAM (ECO-STRIPS LAUNDRY DETERGENT)

I'VE HAD THE CHANCE TO WORK WITH MIX A HANDFUL OF INSTANCES AND HAVE LOVED THE EXPERIENCE EVERY TIME. HER WARM AND FRIENDLY PERSONALITY MAKES INTERACTING WITH HER A BREEZE. SHE DELIVERS FAST RESULTS, IS QUICK TO RESPOND AND CREATE WORK THAT IS GENUINE AND ALIGNED WITH OUR DISCUSSED VISION.

-BRIA WEAVER (HARBINGER IDEAS)

TO BEGIN SPONSORSHIP OF MUSINGS...
PLEASE CONTACT MIX HART AT:
mixhart@gmail.com